AGA Developer Meeting - November 15th, 2020

In Attendance:
Steve Colburn
Michael Hiiva
Greg Steltenpohl
Tien Baldwin
Lee Schumacher
Andrew Jackson

Agenda:

Updates:
AGAGD - Death to Chapter Codes
--No longer a thing
--Only referenced in two places in codebase: tdlista & membership manager chapters
--Plan to remove way to update chapter codes
Ratings
--Robert Qi and Greg Steltenpohl getting onboarded for ratings operations
--Working on trainings
--Created data repository for knowledge
Github Permissions
--Changes coming soon, no access lost, just renaming mostly
--Adding groups, making onboarding easier

Discussion:
Schema Changes
--Shortly discussed looking at it in conjunction with code to see what is not relevant in our DB anymore
--Many changes organically over time, need to find staleness
--Those working in apps please make notes in the schema for stale columns so we can work to check and make better
Membership Manager Admin Training for the group to show different sides of the MM. Member, Chapter, RO Admin, Full Admin.